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Abstract— This document attempts to provide the security to make a transaction, with the online transaction authentication flow, in order to
make our purchases safely as there are many frauds and little security on the part of users when making an online purchase, as well as identity
theft or card duplication, which cause transactions to be less reliable , with this system we will try to give the necessary confidence to make
online purchases with our transaction flow, we will also use an agile methodology to design the system, which to develop it we will have to
follow a few steps which will be elaborated, by 5 steps to develop this article.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Online shopping is currently being of great importance
because of this pandemic, in which all people make purchases
of their products whether clothing, technology, cosmetics and
among others [1]. This has led people to distrust when making
online purchases, because of the lack of security of some
pages or because they did not generate sufficient consumer
confidence [2]. And this due to identity thefts when making
an online purchase, or card duplication, these problems cause
insecurity when making an online transaction.
An appropriate methodology will be developed to design
an authentication flow for transactions, in which many
methodologies can be used, such as XP, Scrum, Kanban.
Scrum is the methodology that best fits our authentication
system by which we will use this agile methodology. [3]
In the case of study we will reflect the guidelines given by
the Scrum methodology and design the authentication flow of
web transactions, in which it will be carried out by the
payment gateway where the card and its data will start
entering, and subsequently giving deadline to the
management services where a message will be sent with the
data collected, and finally in the last case where the
cardholder's data will be verified to provide security and see
if or not it requires greater user interaction for lack of data.
The objective of this development is to incorporate security
when making online transactions, to avoid purchases by third

parties, or identity theft of cards.
It will be structured by 5 steps, the first will be the
introduction, second the methodology, third the case study,
fourth result and discussions and finally the conclusions.
II.

METHODOLOGY

A. Scrum Methodology
It is a design to create complex projects and deliver them
in a period easily and easily. Scrum is easy to understand, but
it may take a while to apply and master it. Scrum is not
considered an agile methodology, other than a design or
framework within the agile software development
methodology, which allows to create quality software by
applying a set of standards that all teams must follow and the
appropriate use of specific roles [4].
1) Phase 1: Sprint Planning
This phase takes place at the Sprint Planning meeting
where your work plan is defined: what will be delivered and
how it will be achieved. That is, the design of the system and
the estimation of the amount of work. This activity takes eight
hours for a month-long Sprint. If the Sprint is shorter, the time
is allocated proportionally [5].
2) Phase 2: Development Stage
This is the phase in which Scrum is going to be produced.
This is the agile part where complete Sprints will be
performed. This part provides value at the end of each sprint.
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This phase involves the customer, product owner, Scrum
master and development team [6].
3) Phase 3: Sprint Review
Sprint Review occurs at the end of the Sprint and lasts
four hours for a one-month project (or a proportion of that
time if the duration is shorter). At this stage: the owner the
project reviews what was done, identifies what was not done
and analyzes the pending work of the product; the
development team counts the issues they encountered and
how they were resolved, and shows the product and its
operation [7].
4) Phase 4: Feedback
The results can be delivered to receive feedback not only
from project professionals, but also from people who will
directly use what is to be achieved, i.e., potential customers.
Lessons learned during this stage will make the next sprint
much more effective and agile. [8]

A. Phase 1: Sprint Planning
At this stage a meeting will be held to develop the
functionality of the Sprints, in which 3 Sprint was assigned,
in the first Sprint will consume the necessary services and
request the necessary data to carry out the transaction, in the
second Sprint validation will be done in the Direction, and
subsequently give way to the third Sprint where it will be
validated in Directory Services Access Control and validate
whether or not it requires further customer interaction. [12]
In the first Sprint the necessary information will be received
as follows, once the card details are entered and click on
continue the data will be reviewed as shown in Figure 1.

B. Tools
1) Sublime Text 3
This tool is a cross-platform build editor, simple and with
few permissions, which will help us to make a shopping cart
with the PHP programming language, which will direct to the
Web System where the transaction will be made all that will
be done with this tool [9].
2) Mongo DB
This is a document-oriented database. This means that
instead of saving the data to a record, it saves the data to
documents. It will help us to store card information, card
brand information (Visa or MasterCard), acquirer and
merchant. The system will verify in our database the card
information entered by the website, the payment gateway will
allow us to verify that the information entered matches our
information from our database, and in the authentication,
flow will tell us if more information is required for the
operation or proceeds without further detail [10].
3) Postman
It is a mechanism that will be used, for testing REST API,
this tool will help us to simulate authentication flow using the
Post and Get methods, where it will be sent and obtain the
data of the merchants and acquirers, there it will show us what
the versioning service is called, then the authentication
service and finally where the message where the most user
interaction is required, with an HTML screen to enter a code
where it will be sent to your cell phone or mail [11].
III.

Fig. 1.

Purchase Payment

B. Phase 2: Development Stage
We will ensure that every Sprint makes as few
modifications as possible and that our quality objectives are
not diminished when making the required services and that
the appropriate Directories are consummated in each Sprint,
and to consume each Directory it must be requested with a
message to validate it as can be shown in Figure 2.

CASE OF STUDY

With the methodology and steps mentioned above, the
processes detailed according to the web system processes will
be explained below, for which an online transaction
authentication system will be designed.

Fig. 2.

Management Service
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C. Phase 3: Sprint Review
We identify what steps have been taken, in this case to
advance in each Sprint it is necessary to be done step by step,
since the authentication of the transaction is done phase by
phase, in which the first phase is the Sprint of service
consumption and data collection correctly, in the second
sprint, a validation message is sent to the Management
Service , in the third Sprint a message must be sent to Access
Control to know if a user interaction is necessary or the data
received is sufficient, when further user interaction is
required, you will need to enter a security code that will be
sent to you as an SMS message or by mail, an example is as
we can see in the following Figure 3.

Fig. 4.

IV.

Successful operation

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. On the case of Study
The authentication system will provide security to
conduct bank transactions for Visa and MasterCard, which
will provide us with security for sensitive data, reduce the
risks of fraud and help increase the number of customers, as
we can see the following Figure 5.
Fig. 3.

Challenge Authentication

D. Phase 4: Feedback
A pre-review is made to give you the opportunity to see
that you can improve, in the case of the first Sprint, there are
no improvements, and in the second Sprint it is developed
according to the previous services requested in the first Sprint
and there is no improvement required yet, in the third Sprint
everything is planning according to plan, and when it is
completed, an inspection will be made to see if there are
failures or any unforeseen events, if all goes well should show
a screen of operation successfully, as seen in Figure 4.
Fig. 5.

Graph on benefits as a percentage

In an ecuadorian investigation into an analysis of the
information security of a banking institution where the
information being protected is the confidential data of the
cardholder, the organization's confidential processes, on the
other hand in this system we will try to protect not only the
cardholder's data but from the transaction operation,
additional information that can be requested, the system
version service simulation flows, and the service directories,
and the authentication process [13].
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B. On Methodology
In this agile Scrum methodology, we are awarded the
continuous advancement of the system in terms of quality and
without complexity of its use. Scrum gives us privileges such
as promoting teamwork, and satisfying customers, meetings
for continuous improvements and providing us with weekly
deliverables of the software, it should be noted that for the
design of the software you could also consider using the XP
methodology, since it is very similar to the scrum
methodology, although in XP it is to add value and quality of
the project, instead scrum is designed to increase
productivity, XP also shows the dangers that the system can
run and contain.
1) Advantages of Scrum:
• Management of user expectations. Users can
participate in each stage of the process and propose
solutions.
• Early results. Each stage of the process yields a
series of results. It is therefore not necessary for the
client to wait until the end to see the result.
• Flexibility and adaptation to contexts. It adapts to
any context, area, or sector of management. That is,
it is not an exclusive technique of any discipline.
• Systematic risk management. Similarly, problems
that occur during management processes that can
affect a project are managed at the same time as they
appear. This is possible because the intervention of
the work teams can be immediate.
2) Disadvantages of Scrum:
Before you decide on this management methodology, you
must consider the following limitations in terms of your
Implementation.
• It works more than anything with small equipment.
Large companies, for example, must be sectorized
or divided into groups that have specific objectives.
Otherwise, in practice, the effect of the technique
would be lost.
• It requires an exhaustive definition of tasks and their
deadlines. When these two aspects are not properly
defined, Scrum fades.
• It requires those who use it to have a high
qualification or training. It is not a mode of own
management of junior groups or that are hardly in
the process of training.
V.

performed with good expectations, and gives us a trust,
avoiding identity theft and duplication of cards.
B. On Methodology
On the other hand, it is important to highlight the Scrum
methodology because I facilitate the processes developed to
successfully perform the Authentication Flow System and
giving excellent quality and complexity with the project,
Scrum is incredibly good at developing these types of systems
and helps us to conduct simple and fast projects.
This document does not cover all the service that is
required for the authentication flow, but the part necessary for
it to function properly and it can be suggested that it can be
drilled down for future investigations, and thus show in more
detail each point in the services.
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